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Docket No. 50-483 -
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2
Mr. Donald F. Schnell PDIII4 Y/f JHannon
Senior Vice President-Nuclear PKreutzer TAlexion

' Union Electric Company OGC DHagan
P.O. Box 149 TMeek(4) WJones
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 JCalvo ACRS(10)

PDIII-3 giay JZwolinski
Dear Mr. Schnell:-

SUBJECT: CONTAINMENT HIGH RANG 1 RADIATION MONITOR DETECTOR CALIBRATION
CERTIFICATION (TAC 64059)

By letter dated January 29, 1967, you notified the NRC that the vendnt's high
dose rate calibration of the subject monitors could not be certified. After ,

several discussions with the vendor (Sorrer.to Electronics) and !!nion Electric, .

it was determined that the subject monitors were calibrated at approximately
1 and 10 R/hr. However, the TIG Action "lan, NUREG-0737, at p. II.F.1-13,
states that: " Prior to initi61 use, certify ca;ibration of each detector for
at least one point per decade of range between 1 R/hr and 108 R/hr."

Your letter also stated that you do not believe the additional radiation
3exposure required to calibrate each detector over tne range of 1 R/hr to 10 ,

R/hr could be considered as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). The staff
position is that the higher dose rate calibration does not have to be performed
in situ, but could be performed by the vendor, and that the high dose rate ,

calibration is necessary to assure operability in the range of the intended use :
of the detectors, i.e., at high dose rates expected during severe accidents.
.Thus, the staff position is that the detectors in question should be calibrated
at the higher dose rates, per NUREG-0737. |

Mr. Shafer (Union Electric Licensing Engineering) proposed (October 4, 1989
telecon) that these detectors will be calibrated per NUREG-0737 prior to
startup from the next refueling outage, currently scheduled for the fall of '

1990. .The staff finds this schedule to be acceptable and requests that you
notify NRC in writing when implementation is complete or if there are any
changes in the schedule.

Sincerely,

| /s/
,

John N. Hannon, Project Manager
Project Directorate III-3 .

Division of Reactor Projects - III,
IV, V and Specia! Projects

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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